2013 Electronic Cigarette Buying Guide
by

This report is a guide on the E-Cig brands that match what a customer may want
out of an E-Cigarette. Each person is different, and one person may want
something different out of an E-Cigarette than others. Each brand has different
features that may be more attractive to certain types of smokers.
Read the following statements to the left, if that sounds like you, then the
brand/s directly to the right of it may be a good choice for you.
If you see the same brand/s reappearing as you review these statements, I assure
you that that is the brand for you.

You have my personal guarantee that I have extensively used these brands, and in
my experience this is an accurate representation of how these brands reflect in
quality and value.
-Dan Henry

I smoke very strong cigarettes.
I smoke unfiltered, or Newport Full Flavor. I don’t want to be
disappointed with my E-cig not being strong enough.
Bull Smoke
I care about cost. I want a brand that is not that expensive but
very good. Cost of the initial kit should be low.
V2 Cigs

Bull Smoke

I don’t care about cost. I have money to spend. I want the best
possible brand with the most options, bells, and whistles.
Green Smoke
I like convenience. I want a company to send me my cartridges on
a schedule, so I don’t have to order them myself.
South Beach Smoke
I want like very rich flavors. I would enjoy exotic flavors other
than regular tobacco or menthol, and would like them to be rich
and flavorful.
Green Smoke
I want a very feminine and elegant Electronic Cigarette. Style
and looks are very important to me.
Vapor Couture
Awesome customer service is a very very important to me. I need
a company that is there when I need them and tries to make me
happy.
Green Smoke
Customer popularity is important to me. I want a brand that has
received lots of good reviews or is recognized as the best by many
customers.
V2 Cigs

V2 Cigs

Green Smoke
Green Smoke is a brand that has very rich flavors, and very good customer service. They are a bit
expensive though, almost twice as much as the avg E-cig Kit, but they are one of the best.
Visit GreenSmoke.com (Use Discount Code: PUFFWEB)

V2 Cigs
V2 Cigs is an awesome brand that many agree is the best in the business. The have awesome quality and
very low prices. Their exotic flavors like Chocolate and Cherry are not as potent as Green Smoke, but the
normal tobacco flavors are incredible. They won both “Best of 2011” and “Best of 2012” Review Awards.
Visit V2Cigs.com (Use Discount Code: PUFFWEB)

South Beach Smoke
South Beach Smoke is a decent brand, but some have said they have an inconsistency in their cartridge
quality. Meaning, some cartridges taste different than other depending on when they are shipped.
However, they do have a neat plan where they auto ship your cartridges so you do not have to
remember to order them when you run out. Some don’t like this, but some find it very convenient.
Visit SouthBeachSmoke.com (Use Discount Code: PUFFWEB)

Vapor Couture
Vapor Couture is actually a brand made by V2 Cigs, so it has all the same great quality as V2 Cigs, but
they have designed the batteries/accessories to be very classy and fashionable for female customers.
Visit VaporCouture.com (Use Discount Code: PUFFWEB)

Bull Smoke
Bull Smoke is a very good brand known for having very strong cartridges. If you smoke unfiltered, Bull
Smoke may be the only brand that will get you that extremely strong nicotine hit. Green Smoke also has
some very strong cartridges available as of recent, but they don’t quite top Bull Smokes Strength.
Visit BullSmoke.com (Use Discount Code: PUFFWEB)

Visit Puffweb.com to read more Electronic Cigarette Reviews, or to
add your own review.

Report by Dan Henry of Puffweb.com

